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What is TLE?  

The state-mandated Teacher & Leader Effectiveness (TLE) system for certified staff 
appraisals has steadily evolved since it was signed into law in 2010. It requires a 
five-point rating scale and ties the earning of career teacher status, reductions in 
force, and mandatory and allowed staff dismissals to TLE ratings. For many years 
Bartlesville has been using the Tulsa Model for qualitative ratings based on rubrics for 
teachers, counselors, librarians, etc. Administrators are evaluated on the McRel 
model. 

What’s new in TLE for 2019-2020? 

● See page 4 for how probationary versus career teacher status is 
determined. Teachers no longer automatically become career teachers after 
the third year of consecutive service in a district. 

● Probationary teachers have one observation during each of the first three 
quarters, concluding with a comprehensive evaluation during the fourth 
quarter by April 30, instead of the previous practice of two full observation 
cycles each year. 

● Career teachers have one observation during each semester, concluding with a comprehensive evaluation by May 
15. 

What is the Professional Learning Focus? 

Each educator collaborates with his or her evaluator to establish an annual professional growth goal, the PL Focus, that is 
tailored to a specific area or criteria of the qualitative TLE rubric. 

During the first quarter all certified employees must collaborate with their evaluator to: 

1. Select a dimension in the rubric to focus on. 
2. Identify the type(s) of professional development they would like to use for that focus. These could include a 

workshop, article/book study, action research project, video/webinar, peer observations, a Data Team, etc. 
3. Identify available resources to allow them to obtain the planned professional development. 
4. Reflect upon why they want to improve in that area and how it would benefit them and the students. 

A Professional Learning Focus template available in the online OKTLE system will be filled out and submitted to the 
evaluator by October. Evaluators will meet with each certified employee between December and March to check on 
progress and fill in a “Checkpoint” on the district template; this could be part of a TLE post-observation conference. 
Additional checkpoints can be noted as needed. In May, probably at the usual evaluation conference, the evaluator and 
employee will review the form and attach it to the overall evaluation.  

Please note that the PL Focus makes NO CHANGES in overall professional development requirements: 

● Every five years, full-time teachers must acquire 75 hours of professional 
development. 

● Two hours per year of professional development have to be technology 
related. (You can document this yourself and have a principal sign-off.) 

● Part-time teachers have no defined amount of hours required, but must come 
to district professional development days. 
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● If you are currently going through alternative certification, you need to verify 
the amount of hours you must document; the amount varies from 90-270 
hours within three years of entering the alternative certification program.  
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Qualitative Ratings (100% of TLE Ratings) 

Teachers are appraised in 20 dimensions on a rubric with five ratings: Superior, Highly Effective, Effective, Needs 
Improvement, and Ineffective. Any ratings besides Effective in an Evaluation require supporting narrative comments from 
the appraiser.  Ratings of Needs Improvement or Ineffective may lead to a Personal Development Plan and, if unimproved, 
to eventual dismissal. (Counselors, librarians, speech/language pathologists, school psychologists, nurses, staff 
development teachers such as instructional coaches and district teacher specialists, and finally administrators each have 
different sets of rubrics. See the district website for details.) 

The overall rating for teachers is based on a weighted 
average in five domains, which are groupings of the 20 
dimensions in the rubric: 

● 30% Classroom Management (6 of the 20 
dimensions) 

● 50% Instructional Effectiveness (10 of 20 
dimensions) 

● 10% Professional Growth & Continuous 
Improvement 
(2 of 20 dimensions) 

● 5% Interpersonal Skills (1 of 20 dimensions) 
● 5% Leadership (1 of 20 dimensions) 

 

A Composite Weighted Average for the Evaluation is 
calculated from the 20 dimension ratings to assign an 
overall rating as follows:  
 

average < 1.8  → Ineffective  
1.8 ≤ average < 2.8  → Needs Improvement  
2.8 ≤ average < 3.8  → Effective  
3.8 ≤ average < 4.8  → Highly Effective  
4.8 ≤ average            → Superior 

Biennial Evaluations Still Allowed for Some Teachers in Elementary Schools 

If both the evaluator and the teacher agree, teachers with an overall rating of “Highly Effective” or “Superior” need only be 
evaluated every other year. The district intends to exercise this option only in elementary schools as needed to address 
administrators with high TLE evaluation loads. In these cases, either the teacher or the evaluator may still choose before 
the end of the first quarter to begin the annual evaluation process. 

What is the timeline for the appraisal process? 

The requirements and deadlines for probationary teachers differ from those for career teachers. See the section below on 
The Nitty-Gritty Details on Career vs. Probationary Status for how the status is determined. 

Probationary teachers now complete only ONE full evaluation cycle each year. Their appraisers observe them three times, 
once in each of the first three quarters, with a comprehensive evaluation during the fourth quarter. The district deadline for 
probationary teacher evaluations is April 30. 

Career teachers must complete ONE evaluation cycle each year (unless they qualify and agree to a biennial evaluation as 
described above). As part of the annual cycle they are observed at least once per semester, with a follow-up conference 
within five work days of each observation.  The district deadline for career teacher evaluations is now May 15.  

For both probationary and career educators, each observation and evaluation will include face-to-face actionable 
feedback. The observation conferences should occur within five instructional days of the observation for both probationary 
and career teachers. There must be at least 10 instructional days between observation conferences and the next 
observation. 

Who can conduct appraisals? 

In our district, appraisals must be conducted by a site or district administrator. State law requires that TLE appraisals be 
conducted by certified personnel who have also been certified by the state as having completed required training in the 
Tulsa Model qualitative framework. Administrators must obtain re-certification in the framework after their second year of 
conducting teacher evaluations. 

How do I prepare for my conferences? 

It will help the appraiser if staff will upload in advance of an observation any documentation on how they are meeting 
different dimensions of TLE to the online OKTLE system. The district website’s TLE webpage has the login address and help 
links. 

At the post-observation conferences, staff members need to be prepared to discuss each dimension with the appraiser and 
be prepared to offer evidence that they are at a given level in the rubric. The conference is a professional dialogue to 
determine the most appropriate rating. Observation ratings AND final evaluation ratings CAN be modified during the 
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post-observation conferences if the person being appraised provides evidence which convinces the appraiser to modify his 
or her initial ratings.  

What if I do not do well in an Observation? 

Career teachers can request, within three days of the follow-up conference for the second observation, a third observation 
with its own follow-up conference. However, the logistics for site administrators to complete all of the observations and 
conferences for probationary and career teachers are formidable, so you are urged to only exercise this option if it is 
absolutely necessary. 

Your appraiser may choose to issue you a Personal Development Plan if you receive a rating of Needs Improvement or 
Ineffective in one of the dimensions on an Observation, and is required to do so for any such ratings on an Evaluation. 

Does TLE apply to administrators?  

Administrators are the ‘Leaders’ in TLE and have their own state-approved McRel rubric by which they are rated and may be 
dismissed if rated as Ineffective for two (2) consecutive school years. However, the administrator evaluations which staff 
members they supervise are asked to complete each year are advisory; they are NOT a formal part of an administrator’s TLE 
rating. 

Does TLE apply to counselors, librarians, and others? 

Different rubrics are used for teachers, counselors, librarians, speech/language pathologists, school psychologists, and 
nurses as well as staff development teachers (e.g. instructional coaches and district teacher specialists).  All of these are 
available on the district website’s TLE webpage, accessed via the Staff Links webpage. 

What are the TLE ratings used for? 

TLE ratings are used to assist teachers in improving their instruction, can be used as part of the dismissal process, and are 
the first criteria in the rarely-used Reduction in Force (RIF) process. RIFs are rare since the district need not renew the 
temporary contracts for its first and second-year teachers. 

TLE ratings also determine career teacher status for new hires and are linked to mandatory dismissals and reductions in 
force; it is probable that they will be used for any future state performance-pay plans.  

The Nitty-Gritty Details on Career vs. Probationary Status 

Career Teacher Status & Re-Employment 

In Oklahoma, a teacher is "Probationary" when first employed by the school district.  
 
"Career Teacher" status has three main effects: 

● one evaluation cycle per year, rather than the two cycles per year for probationary teachers 
● it is easier to dismiss a probationary teacher for low TLE ratings; see the last page of this handout 
● probationary teachers can be dismissed for any cause related to inadequate teaching performance; career teacher 

dismissals must be based on one or more of the following statutory grounds: 
o willful neglect of duty 
o instructional ineffectiveness (which is the ground used for dismissals based on TLE ratings) 
o repeated negligence in performance of duty 
o unsatisfactory teaching performance 
o mental or physical abuse to a child 
o commission of an act of moral turpitude 
o incompetency 
o abandonment of contract 
o any sex offense subject to the Sex Offenders Registration Act 
o any felony offense 
o a finding that the teacher has engaged in acts that could form the basis of criminal charges sufficient to 

result in the denial or revocation of a teaching certificate 
 
“Career Teacher” status is no longer automatic after three consecutive years with the district. See the next page for how 
the status has been determined since May 2018. 
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THE DETAILS 
 
HB 2957 mandated that at the end of the 2017-2018 and subsequent school years, "Career Teacher" status would only be 
granted if: 

● A teacher has completed three consecutive complete school years in one district with a rating of “Superior” for at 
least two of the three years with no rating below “Effective” -OR- 

● A teacher has completed four consecutive complete school years in one district and averaged a rating of at least 
“Effective” over the four years and received ratings of at least “Effective” for the last two years of the four-year 
period, -OR- 

● A teacher has completed four or more consecutive complete school years in one district and the principal submits 
a petition specifying the underlying facts for granting career status to the superintendent, the superintendent 
agrees, and the district board of education approves. 

 
Teachers who do not receive career teacher status in four years MAY be dismissed, subject to due process. 
 
As of 2017-2018, a district MUST dismiss: 

● a career teacher who has received a rating of “Ineffective” for two consecutive school years UNLESS the 
superintendent recommends and local school board approves continued employment 

 
As of 2017-2018, a district MAY dismiss: 

● a career teacher who has received ratings of “Needs Improvement” or “Ineffective” for three consecutive school 
years 

● a probationary teacher who has received ratings of “Ineffective” for two consecutive school years 
● a probationary teacher who has not attained career teacher status within a four-year period 
● a principal who receives “Ineffective” ratings for two consecutive school years 

 
 
 

Temporary versus Continuing Contracts 

These are a separate issue from "Career Teacher" status. In Bartlesville, the teacher is on a temporary 
contract for the first two years, meaning the district is under no obligation to have the teacher return 
after the first or second school year of employment. 
 
Once rehired for a third year, however, the teacher enters into a "continuing contract" with the 
district. For the third and subsequent years of consecutive employment, whether or not the teacher 
is a "Career Teacher", the district must notify the teacher by the first Monday in June if the teacher is 
not to be re-employed. If the district fails to notify the teacher of a discharge or release by the first 
Monday in June, the continuing contract is in force and the district must provide the teacher 
employment for the subsequent school year.  
 
Similarly, after the second year of employment, the teacher must resign by 15 days after the first 
Monday in June or the continuing contract is in force. If the teacher attempts to resign after that date, 
the district can enforce the contract and refuse to release the teacher. If the teacher fails to show up 
for work, the district can sue for the full amount of the contract. If the teacher attempts to enter into a 
contract with another board of education in Oklahoma, the teacher's certificate can be suspended for 
that school year. 
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